
Robert Smith 
Field Sales Representative/Supervisor

PERSONAL STATEMENT

Self-motivated outside sales professional experienced in both technical and 
non-technical, fast-paced team environments. Relationship building and 
closing expert. Client focused Pharmaceutical Sales Representative with 8+
years of providing solutions to practitioners. Solid understanding of the 
formulary system and managed care.

WORK EXPERIENCE

Field Sales Representative/Supervisor
ABC Corporation -   July 2007 – April 2013 

Responsibilities:

 Consistently hit and exceeded sales goals by 20%.
 Identified and qualified customer needs, developed sales strategies and

closed lunch and learns with a 85% success rate.
 Planned and led three training sessions to promote sales team 

professional development and sales goal reinforcement.
 Increased sales volume by adding hundreds of accounts in the Houston,

TX territory.
 Reinvented how team interacts with prospective clients by developing 

innovative and creative sales pitch which was implemented into sales 
team strategy in 2008.

 Contacted new and existing customers to discuss how their needs could
be met through specific products and services.

 Attended monthly sales meetings and quarterly sales trainings.

Field Sales Representative
ABC Corporation -   2002 – 2007 

Responsibilities:

 Worked independently, in a team environment that effectively 
interacted with management, unions, and customers.

 Responsible to engage potential clients through on site visits which 
incorporated a power point presentation during this engagement.

 Developed a territory around North Western Pennsylvania and traveled 
to prospective clients homes.

 Used consultative and educational sales methodology to close 
prospective customers.

 Initiated monthly follow up and closed sales on leads independently.
 Consistently met and exceed sales expectations.
 Built a top-performing team and provide staff with the leadership, 

resources, and motivation to achieve goals.

Education

Bachelor of Arts in Journalism/Mass Media - (Rutgers University - New
Brunswick, NJ)
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CONTACT DETAILS
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SKILLS

Client Relations.

LANGUAGES

English (Native)
French (Professional)
Spanish (Professional)

INTERESTS

Climbing
Snowboarding
Cooking
Reading

REFERENCES

Reference – 1 (Company 
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